
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

I hope you enjoy this month’s 

newsletter! 

Gene Rhodes 

ServiceMaster Quality Services 

Father’s Day – Dads feel the 

spirit every day of the year      

     In some previous generations, fathers played a 

limited role in raising their children. Mothers were 

expected to keep the kids clean, quiet and out of the 

way so fathers could do other things. 

     Today's fathers have changed the basics of family 

life because they want to be instrumental in raising their 

children.  Today's mothers are also different. Whether 

for self-fulfillment or economic factors, they are in the 

workforce as well. They celebrate fathers and the 

positive effects they have on their children. 

     Being a father sounds like a very serious matter, and 

it is. But how dads play with their young children has 

big positive effects. Their goofy teasing and hyper play 

actually help young children develop, according to new 

research. 

     Dads are an important factor in helping their 

daughters and sons grow self-confidence and 

developing resilience. They encourage kids differently. 

     For example, a dad helps a child learn by pretending 

he doesn't know how to play a game and letting the 

child teach him. Mothers tend to guide children toward 

new skills, according to Katherine Kerns, a professor of 

psychology at Kent State University in Ohio.  

     Fathers challenge a child to try difficult tasks that 

seem hard, while mothers tend to praise them for trying. 

     Dr. Kerns says dads can be good with babies. They 

engage them with surprising, warm interaction, while 

mothers use gentle cooing to communicate.  

     The U.S. Department of Education reports that father 

involvement in schools is associated with the likelihood 

of a student getting higher grades.  

This was true for fathers in biological parent families, 

for stepfathers, and those heading single-parent 

families. 

 

 

Want to be smarter, more creative, more 

motivated? Get enough sleep! 

 

     Have you heard them bragging about it? Managers, workers and business people 

of all types are telling about their 16-hour days. They try to make it sound like a way 

to get ahead. 

     Inc. Magazine's Jason Fried thinks this message is one of the most harmful in all 

business. He says sustained exhaustion is a mark of stupidity. Scientists agree, saying 

IQ scores decline on each successive day you sleep less than you naturally would.  

     People pulling 16-hour days are exhausted. They're too tired to notice that their 

work has suffered because of it, and their sleep debt compromises their health and 

creativity. And it affects people around them. The sleep deprived are ruder, less 

tolerant, less understanding, and they can't concentrate for sustained periods of time.  

     New workers and managers say when just getting started, they have to give it all 

they've got. But Fried says that the problem is that once started, they get in the habit 

and don't stop working that way. Even though they have seen many entrepreneurs 

and managers burn out following this pattern, they may continue to do it. 

     When you get plenty of sleep, you'll think better and be a better colleague and 

boss.  

     One reason: your brain is still active at night. It works through matters you can't 

address during the day. You can wake up with new solutions to problems. 

     In the long run, work is not more important than sleep. If you don't believe it, 

Fried says to consider this: You'll die faster without sleep than you will without food. 

     Nearly everything can wait until morning when you'll be well rested and able to be 

a creative problem solver. 
 

Spending work hours browsing Facebook, 

shopping or watching cat videos? 

 
     Cyberloafing costs U.S. businesses as much as $85 billion a year, according to 

studies by the University of Nevada.  

     Employee interviews by Kansas State University show that some workers 

admitted to spending 60 to 80 percent of their time cyberloafing.    

     That's really a form of theft, since an employer doesn't get the time that is paid 

for. 

     There are a lot of systems out there designed to fight it. 

     One designed by Arizona State University, divides Internet sites into those that 

always, sometimes, or never be visited. It uses on-screen warnings and reminders 

when employees are visiting sites that may not be work-related. The designers say 

it results in far less cyberloafing. 

     The system totally blocked websites that ate up the company's bandwidth, like 

video sites, or that could cause legal issues, like pornography sites. It just gave 

warnings for sites that could be needed for work but were often visited for 

personal use.  
     The system allowed employees to browse leisure sites for 10 minutes at a time. 

If they spend 90 minutes in all, they were blocked from the sites and had to 

explain to their managers why they needed more time.  

     Companies throughout the world are looking to solve the problem. 
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Do You Know... Thanks a Bunch! 

 
... someone that could use our services? Perhaps a colleague, friend, 
family member, or networking buddies? 

When a new client signs up for regular cleaning services at your 
recommendation; you will receive $10.00! 

If you would think of 3 or 4 people that could use our services, then 
don’t hesitate to call them and give them our name and phone 
number. Be sure to have them mention your name when they call so 
we can send your $10.00 Bonus when they become a client! 

Thanks in advance for your help and we look forward to sending cash 
your way! 

 

“Very Great job- our sofa & 

chairs look like new” –Mr. 

Melvin Brown 

 

 

“I thank Seth for a very 

professional job, I like his 

attitude.” –Ms. Geraldine 

Johnson 
 

Drug agency clamps down 

on pain pills 
     The Drug Enforcement Administration is 

shutting down pill mills across the country since the 

Centers for Disease Control issued new guidelines 

for pain medication this year. 

     According to the CDC, in 2014, doctors wrote 

259 million opioid pain prescriptions, enough for 

every American adult to have a bottle of pills. In 

2015, the CDC said almost 2 million Americans 

were addicted to painkillers. Some 16,000 people 

lost their lives to that addiction.  

     The DEA has put pressure on doctors not to write 

prescriptions for pain pills and on pharmacists not to 

fill them. 

     According to Kaiser Health, DEA agents will 

visit pharmacists, confiscate pain pills, and insist 

that the pharmacy do criminal background checks on 

patients. Even so, pharmacists often have to turn 

away chronic pain patients. Pharmacies must 

dispense pain medications at the state average 

number. Any more than that, and the DEA pays the 

pharmacy a visit. 

     Due to this drug abuse problem, chronic pain 

patients with extraordinary problems are being 

turned away and refused refills of their narcotic 

painkillers. 

     Tranquilizers such as Valium and Ativan are also 

being restricted. 

     For the many pain patients over-the-counter 

medications might be the only thing available to 

them today. 
 

 

Fireworks Safety Months:  June 15 - July 15 

     * Don't share the fact that you've already bought your stash with the 

kids. They have no trouble finding their hidden Christmas presents, and the 

temptation to try out just one piece could be too much to bear for a 9- or 10-

year-old.  

     Remember the kid who placed a rocket on the kitchen table and lighted 

it? It went through the kitchen ceiling, the upstairs bedroom ceiling and 

started a fire in the attic.  

     * Remove sources of ignition from the storage area. Store fireworks 

away from petroleum based substances like gasoline or kerosene, electric or 

gas heaters, drain cleaners and fertilizers. 

     * Put them in a closed container. Plastic tubs with lids are perfect for 

keeping fireworks dry. 

     * Place fireworks away from materials that could catch fire easily, like 

cardboard boxes, newspapers, pallets or parked vehicles. 

     * Keep exits clear. Store them away from doorways so if a fire does start 

the entrance is accessible. 

     * Test your smoke detector and make sure batteries are fresh and 

working. 

     *Make sure your fire extinguisher works and keep it close by. 

     * You should be able to lock the building or room to prevent children or 

unwanted intruders from getting to the fireworks. 

     Judging from the number of huge 

"Fireworks!" signs, it seems that 

fireworks safety programs should 

begin in May. That's when many 4th 

of July celebrants make their 

choices. 

     Once you have the bags of super-

explosive material, what do you do 

with them? Here are some 

suggestions: 
 



 

 

 

 

Trivia Teaser – 

Spy Game 

     1. What animal name is given to a spy 

who works for an organization in order to 

obtain secret information for its enemies? 

a-Squirrel, b-Badger, c-Mole, d-Muskrat. 

     2. What schoolteacher was caught 

behind British lines on Long Island while 

spying on the British in pre-paration for 

the Battle of Harlem Heights in 1776? 

a-Daniel Webster, b-Crispus Attacks, 

c-Nathan Hale, d-John Paul Jones. 

     3. What nationality was the World War 

I spy Mata Hari? a-French, b-Russian, 

c-Polish, d-Dutch. 

     4. What TV series starring Bill Cosby 

and Robert Culp was remade as a movie 

starring Eddie Murphy and Owen Wilson? 

a-"I Spy," b-"The Man from UNCLE," 

c-"Checkmate," d-"The Avengers." 

     5. What kind of spy plane was flown by 

Francis Gary Powers when he was shot 

down over the USSR in 1960? 

a-A20, b-F3, c-U2, d-B40. 

     6. Who starred as a retired CIA agent 

who rescues his daughter from modern-

day slave traders in the 2008 movie 

"Taken"? a-Harrison Ford, 

b-Liam Neeson, c-Ian Somerhalder, 

d-John Travolta. 

     7. On what TV show did the main 

character become a spy after down-

loading an intelligence database called the 

Intersect into his brain? a-"Heroes," 

b-"Get Smart," c-"Chuck," d-"Spies." 

     8. In what movie musical did Frank 

Sinatra play a writer for Spy magazine? 

a-"High Society," b-"Pal Joey," 

c-"On the Town," d-"Damn Yankees." 

     9. What is the first name of the title 

super-spy on the animated TV series 

"Archer"? a-Sterling, b-Cyril, c-Adam, 

d-Race. 

     10. What actor won a Best Supporting 

Actor Oscar for the 2015 movie "A Bridge 

of Spies"? a-JK Simmons, 

b-Mark Rylance, c-Mark Ruffalo, 

d-Gary Oldman. 

 

 

 
 

Pre-habilitation: Exercising now pays off before 

surgery 

      

     Doctors at the Mayo Clinic have found that fitness counts when surgery is 

scheduled. Increasing evidence shows that being fit before surgery may reduce 

the length of your hospital stay, as well as your risk of post-operative 

complications. 

     People who can walk a few blocks or climb several flights of stairs with no 

problem have fewer complications after surgery than those who aren't able to do 

these things.  

     Recommended exercises are: regular walking or cycling and strength training 

with resistance bands or free weights. One study found that several weeks of 

walking and performing breathing exercises improved fitness in a group of 

volunteers awaiting colorectal surgery. 

     Other pre-habilitation steps include: 

     * Stop smoking. Smoking is a risk factor for surgical complications, 

cardiovascular problems and pneumonia. 

     * Control blood sugar. If you have diabetes, getting blood sugar under 

control can reduce the risk of complications. 

     * Get enough sleep. Sleep apnea increases the risk of post-surgery breathing 

and blood oxygen problems. 

     * Improve your diet. Being underweight, especially if you have had rapid 

weight loss, is a risk factor, as is being significantly overweight.  

     * Manage stress. Stress management skills can help you cope with anxiety 

about your surgery and recovery. Pacing your activities and accepting help from 

family and friends can have a positive impact on your recovery time. 



 

$20.00 off Residential 

Services! 

 

Because we value you as an on-going 

client, use this coupon for your home! 

*Mention coupon when scheduling, 

cannot be combined with any other 

offers.  

ServiceMaster Quality Services 
985/872-1029 

www.s-mqs.com 
 

 

 

 

 

 

985/872-1029 
www.s-mqs.com 
gene@s-mqs.com 

     Pets can tell when you're gearing up for a barbecue, pool party 

or celebration. They are ready to have as much fun as you and 

your guests are.  

     It's not quite that simple. Writing in Family Circle, experts give 

these tips so a good time can be had by all, including your dog. 

     * Guard the grill. Your cat and dog will do anything to get 

their paws on a piece of meat, even snatching it off a flaming fire 

or grill.  

     Rotate responsibility for watching the grill throughout the 

festivity. If you cooked with charcoal, cool it, wrap it in tin foil 

and toss it into the trash. 

     * Use caution at pool side. A pet can jump into the water and 

swim, but may not be able to climb out. Assign a family member 

to be a pet lifeguard. Pet life vests are also available.  

     * Beware of toxic foods. Guacamole, specifically avocados 

and onions can be poisonous to pets. Bones, skewers and even 

corn cobs can get lodged in the lining of the intestinal tract. 

Remind guests not to feed them. 

     * Minimize loud noises. If your dog or cat tends to get anxious 

around large groups or noisy crowds, find a haven inside your 

home for him.  

     During Fourth of July parties, avoid exposing your pet to 

fireworks. Loud explosions can cause a dog to develop a lifetime 

fear of thunderstorms. 

     * Keep a collar on for identification in case your dog goes 

party hopping down the street. 

About Our Company 

ServiceMaster Quality Services is a full service commercial 

and residential cleaning company that operates in the 

following areas: Terrebonne, Lafourche, and St. Mary 

Parishes 

Services include: general cleaning, appliance cleaning, 

carpet cleaning, upholstery cleaning, all types of hard floor 

care, commercial cleaning, disaster restoration, and window 

washing. 

Owners Gene and Sally Rhodes have been in the cleaning 

industry for over 24 years, and they feel it’s important 

provide cleaning services that place the utmost importance 

on the health and safety of their clients and employees. For 

that reason, they are active participants in multiple industry 

associations, including the IICRC (Institute of Inspection 

Cleaning and Restoration). We are also an A+ Rated 

member of the Better Business Bureau. 

 

How to protect your animals during 

summer events 

Don't let the big picture overwhelm 
      
     Big ideas and complicated tasks can't be done in one sitting. 

     According to Rhett Power, of Inc. magazine, "When you set a 

goal, if there seems to be too much to do in order to accomplish it, 

just take it one day at a time. Do a task at a time, and you'll reach 

your goal.” 

     Powers says that when people are overwhelmed by a project they 

tend to end up grazing on social media instead of taking a step that 

will be closer to the goal. The solution is to take small steps toward 

your goal. 

     Try planning the steps of a project. Don't try to be too detailed 

because you won't be able to anticipate every step or roadblock. 

     Lifehack advises keeping track of each step accomplished in a big 

project or goal.  List them or check them off so you can see progress. 

Staff Members Making the News 

     

     Meet our Cleaning Specialist, Mrs. Hester Aubert. 

Hester has been a team member of ours for the past 4 

years. Hester cleans a couple of our clients located here in 

Houma/Thibodaux area. We receive nothing but positive 

feedback on Hester’s work. We consider Hester an asset 

to our company. 
 

 
“Live without pretending, Love without depending, Listen 
without defending, Speak without offending.”  - Aubrey Drake 

Graham (Drake), Canadian recording artist, songwriter 

Take the Trivia Challenge!  

 

 

 

According to the Center for Disease Control 
doctors wrote ____ opioid pain prescriptions last year. 

 
A.    63 million         B. 122 million 
C.  186 million         D. 259 million 

 

HINT: The answer is hidden somewhere in this newsletter. 
 

 

 

http://www.s-mqs.com/

